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About This Content

Delve deeper into the mystical lore of the Northland with 3 new heroic questlines in “For the Gods” the first DLC for Realms of
Arkania: Blade of Destiny.

First, you’ve been entrusted by a nobleman from Clanegh with the difficult task of transforming the paramour of a Thorwalian
leader’s daughter into a worthy suitor. But father and daughter do not always see eye-to-eye. May Rahja, the Goddess of Love,

be with you, because this quest is not going to be a cakewalk.

Next, when a villager goes missing, those that remain speak of strange phenomena haunting their fields and scaring their
animals. These unnerved villagers look to you for help and point towards Orkhun, the ancestral dwelling of the Baerhag Clan
which had been left to decay centuries ago. Perhaps there is more to these mysterious happenings than a run of the mill ghost

story?

Then you will journey to the godforsaken hicksville of neighboring Rukian. First and foremost, the Rukian population lives to
serve their passing travelers. But a dark spector of death hovers over this remote hamlet. Even though the Goddess of

Hospitality’s name is on every Rukian’s lips, have the residents of this gloomy crossroads taken their credo a step too far?

Discover new towns, dungeons, and quests, encounter the Gods of Love, Death, and Hospitality and venture further into
Northland legends of this epic RPG saga.
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2 new dungeons (An enchanted piece of woodlands, an old crypt)

1 new questline around Rukian
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Title: Realms of Arkania: Blade of Destiny - For the Gods DLC
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Crafty Studios
Publisher:
United Independent Entertainment GmbH
Release Date: 7 Feb, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows XP, Vista, 7 or 8

Processor:Intel Core2Duo / AMD X2 CPU, min. 2.4 GHZ

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:Nvidia Geforce GT 240 / AMD Radeon HD 3700, min. 256MB VRAM

DirectX®:10

Hard Drive:5 GB HD space

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

English,German
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realms of arkania blade of destiny - for the gods dlc

Many of the good critics you can see on this page are ironical...
The game has bad graphics , lots of bugs, no scenario, weird challenges and so on...

But the game still fun to me.

I bought it 2 bucks during the christmas sales and i dont regret it at all !

10 bucks is a bit expensive for this game but it will worth it if you love hunting games.. A short game about finding true love
and happiness....Ineteresting topic for casual gaming. You need a few playthroughs in order to get all the endings. Overall, for a
few cents, worth a play.. The idea of the game is great, but it the execution could be much better. It’s free, so it’s hard to
criticize it, but still… The concept itself shows that virtual reality can be more than inspiring, but the sculptures are detailed if
you’re standing close to them. Take a few steps from it, and you’ll see nothing but silhouettes. I recommend to try it just because
it’s interesting experience. Even though this game is titled Sherlock Holmes - Nemesis nearly everywhere, the game's actual title
is Sherlock Holmes vs Arsene Lupin, which was changed in several countries for some reason; I can understand America, since
as we all know Americans are cultureless swine who would have no idea who Arsene Lupin is, but the reasoning behind
changing it for the UK and Australia is a mystery I'll leave to Holmes. This game is most well known in the series due to the
Creepy Watson effect, in which Watson follows the player by constantly teleporting behind them due to lack of a walking
animation, but what I didn't realize before was that this was actually tragically removed in a 2010 remastering of the game,
putting an end to creepy Watson's legacy. It's still a very good adventure game, though, so I'd highly recommend picking it up.
The puzzles in between each of the big events can get a bit tedious at times, mainly at the end, but if you can deal with the game
showing its small budget every now and then it's well worth getting for fans of Sherlock Holmes.. It's wonderful to play, and has
endless possibilities... As long as the develops keep working hard, and never give up, this game will go places.
You get to build any type of vehicle you want, and play it anyway you want... and it's awesome

I wish it could only develop faster... The game needs 100+ levels!. its a fun and original game. It's unfortunate that I have to give
a negative rating to this game even though I enjoy playing it. What's presented is a very fun and challenging rally racing game
with changing physics for separate event types that keeps the players on their toes. It's great for anyone who's a fan of rally
racing games, but not so much for anyone else.

To those of us who do enjoy the off-road sport, it's a decent one with solid action but not much else going for it. The metagame
of managing your team and budgets adds a realistic, but somewhat unwelcome, touch by charging you thousands of dollars to
maintain your team. You have to add higher level mechanics, researchers, and PR agents to get better parts and higher paying
events. Car upgrades come sparsely and force you to manage your budget: should you upgrade now or save up for a new car for
higher level races? It hardly matters because the AI can feel a bit overwhelming if not adjusted and even at the default difficulty
setting it seems to be hard to keep up unless you push your skills and the cars to their limits.

The game has a distinctive lack of personality, specifically in the menus where you'll hear the same hip hop song repeated each
time you come back from a race. The in-race UI is dull and there is no flare or excitement even if you pull off a perfect
handbrake turn around a hairpin. It features a very basic photo mode that allows you to angle the camera and that's about it.
There's a big lack of variety in regards to the amount of cars and tracks available, it could use some TLC in the DLC
department.

As far as graphics go they're the second best part of the game next to the racing itself. The environments are gorgeous and light
rays, grass, water reflections, and dirt clouds make everything look amazing. The downside being that there's only about a dozen
locales to race in. Sound design is also well done but the engines almost sound repetitive despite each different car.

As I said, I enjoy it, but even I know it's not the best in it's genre. If you've beaten the WRC games as well as DiRT Rally and
DiRT 4, then wait for a sale. It just feels like a budget title compared to the others.. This was my first true horror game and it
did not disappoint. Excellent atomosphere throughout the game with a story to keep you interested all the way until the end.
Great graphics and great voice acting for these guys' first commercial game. Definitely would recommend!. Detailed and so
realistic in VR! Highly recomended!
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Breakpoint and Bigben Interactive f*** you. A nice little mini-campaign that focuses on a specific theatre of war during the
Napoleonic Wars rather than all of Europe. Play as the French, British, or Spanish as you fight for control of the Iberian
Peninsula. It has a few new featrues not found in Napoleon in order to add greater depth, but this is still very much the same
game.

If you liked Napoleon, then checking this out probably won't be a bad idea. :o. Game breaking bug prevents the player from
traversing the ducts as the minion.. I would love to recomend this game, truly. I wiil start to say it looks amazing graphics are
great!! But i wish they forgot about the graphics and put more time into gameplay. This game is as empty as a burnouts head.
Amazing structures, empty coool forest empty. Look I understand when I purchased this game OVER 2 YEARS ago it was an
alpha got it. Look at the post, 7 months and nothimg from the team, it does have a great foundation but with an empty world
comes empty gameplay. I hope they add actuall content please, i begging like i said I want to love this game. Well maybe
another 2 years it will be there for now it just feels ok.. Do you like weapons of mass destruction and just mindlessly blasting
away enemies? Then this game is for you!. Consider this the advanced version of Extreme Warfare Revenge, or the Football
Manager of pro-wrestling.

It takes a little while to get used to, and new users might be put off by this, but there are a few little modding communities out
there who try and keep the game up-to-date, which keeps the game quite fresh and are willing to help out new users. Stick with
it and you can get lost for hours booking your wrestling empire to the top!. A pretty good game so far. I really like the old-
school feel of the game. Reminds me of the Longest Journey.
Will get back with a more in-detail review.. This is great game, fun graphics and very nice physics
For this price, I can't think of any reason not to buy it.
. Extremely addictive and very low price. a winner. First off this is not going to be everyone's cup of tea. You have to decide
whether you want this or not. For me it was worth it. For others, you would do better to get 10 games that are $2.00 each on a
steam sale.

Gives you 500 gems so you don't have to wait to get some of the achievements. Like double damage.

Gives you a cow outfit. Not really form flattering but may make the game easier for lower leveled clickers.

The art book I would say is what is most worth the price but it was short (kinda like spending money to get the Kingdom Hearts
1.5 or Batman Arkham City few pages of art)

The stories about some of the "monsters" you meet are pretty interesting though but the names written in the art book are not
the same as in the game. Unsure of why that is. Would have liked more story on some of the minions and the place itself. And
the developers do point out the goal of making a horrifing game to offset more cutsy clickers which I appreciate.

As to some of the other comments from steam goers: I am fully aware as a consumer of game art books that not all the art from
the game is going to be found within the pages of the book\/pdf. Not even your own personal favorites. It has made me mad at
times too but I understand the need of keeping some things spoiler free\/secret.

And there is a strange "PvP" concept art that could be a hint of things to come.

Did feel from the time the developers have spent doing the art work that something like Sakura Dungeon could be made from
this. Will be holding my breath in anticipation of the horrors to come.
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